H5K5.CF

Non destructive leak tester
for coﬀee capsules
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APPLICATIONS
Ÿ Food industry
Ÿ Pharmaceutical industry

The H5K5.CF is an instrument designed to make leak testing in a
easier, faster and standardized way.
VERSIONS

It mainly applies to leak detection and analysis in coﬀee capsules
as well as any other packaging with small dimensions with induction sealed lid.
The analyzer is autonomous and compact with conﬁgurable setting
from a touch screen.
It is easy to transport (suitcase shape)
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Leak detection in coﬀee capsules & jars
Color touch screen
Fully automatic test
Non destructive and dry test
It can test up to 4 packages at the same time
It has interchangeable accessories for diﬀerent types of
packaging
Low consume
All parameters to perform the test are conﬁgurable
Compact and easy to transport
WiFi Ready (future ﬁrmware)

H5K5.CF
C: Capsule
F: Jar

Leak test - O2/CO2 analyzers - Bulge and Tilt Test - Leak, Integrity and crop test - Internal pressure - Non destructive leak test - gauges/vacuum gauges - Leak test - O2/CO2 analyzers - Bulge and Tilt Test - Leak

Non destructive leak tester
for coﬀee capsules
Leak tester:
Ÿ Place one or more coﬀee capsules (or jars) in the slot (Max 4 at the same time).
Ÿ Close the lid and press over the icons of capsules in the touch screen to start the test.
Ÿ The equipment will start to do the test over the capsules showing a reference number in the
display for each capsule or jar. The algorithm of the H5K5.CF analyzer ﬁlters the values obtained,
at the end of the test it will indicate which capsules/jars are hermetic and which are leaking.
Ÿ All the parameters to do the test, time, reference value, thresholds, etc. Are conﬁgurable from a
touch screen.

Place the sample

Close the chamber

Start the test

Speciﬁcations
Processor:
Display:
Touch:
Power supply:
Consumption:
Wiﬁ:
Weight:
Size:

32 Bits
3,2” TFT LCD (65536 colors) 320 x 240 pixels
Resistive one point
With external source 12V 2.5A with protection
(100/240 50/60Hz Vac)
16 Watts
Ready
2 Kg
290 x 230 x 85 mm
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